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SUMMARY

Bstimates have been made of the rates of ventilation neoessary for
enclosures, of whose walls a relatively large area is treated ~ith flammable
solvent, in order that the drying time for the disappearance of fire hazard
shall be similar to that determined experimentally for treated surfaoes of
small area.

For enclosures such as warehouses and probably,roof spaces that oan be
ventilated by at least a trap dOOr and are'not sealed, the required rates of
ventilation' are likeJ,y to be attainable mereIy by opening all doors and
Windows, even if all interior surfaoes are treated.
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ESTTh!ATION OF THE ,RATE- OF VENTILATION REQUIRED FOR DRYING-OFF SOLVENTS
.' .',. . IN. ENCLOSURES .

by

P.C. BoWEs

INTRODUCTION

A previous note'1 describes a study of thc fire hazards associatcd with
the. treatment of woodwork with flammable insecticidal preparations for the'
control of woodworm, In particular, a determination was made of the time
'that must be allowed for the flammable solvent in the preparations to dry-off
sufficiently £or the fire hazard to disappear. These drying times were·deter
mi.ned for solvents applied to relatively small areas' of treated 'wocd .and dried

·.in ·tho laboratory. In practice, however, the area treated may be large in
rclation to the vo.lume of the enclosure ,60 that, unlcss the. enclosure is
ventilated, the abmosphero will tend tobe(lomesatlirated with solvent vapour,

-. and drying will slow. down or even stop before the residue of- solvent in the. .
, w0od':h.as been reduced. to a safe level. .

... The object of'the present note is ·to estimate the rate' of vontLLatd.on
necessary for enclosures, of whose internal walls a relatively large area is
treated.with fl~ablesolvent, in order that the drying time for the .
disappearance of hazara shall be similar to that· found exPerimentally for test
pieces of sinall area. . ',' . . . ', '. '
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The drying of a porcius solid impregnated with a liquid il1~~lves two
transport. processes, either or both of'which ffiny controf the rote of drying at
a given· s bage in the drying. These processes are, first, evapOration from
the outer surface' of, the 'solid into the ambaent air an?:,' second," transport of
liquid or vapour within the solid. to the outer: surface of the' ·solid. As long,'
as the surface, ,of, the solid is· saturated, the rate of d~ing will' be controlled
by the first proces~.

stanun's'review' 2 of sorption datD:for ceHukosejmdwccd suggests 'that '.
'. the' 'sorption capacity of. wood, in' equilibrium with the saturated vapour of

solvents of. the types commonly used' in insectiqides,. will be small ~ of the
order of ~ ·few,per·cent,or even less than one per cent. In thc,tests of' .. '.:'
fire hazard 1 it was found that the residue of ·solvent. (white spirit or .' .
kerosine) in the· surface layers of treated wood, when' it'had dried sufficiently
for the rire: hazard to. disappear, was of the order of6 ing/cm2• The d~pth'
.of penetration wns not known; but' if the mean depth had been as great as. 5 urn
'the above residue wouLd havo been l.8;;~ by weight, for a wood density'pf . ,
O.63&<Cm3. This affords some justification for our first assuniption~l1amely,

- ,that1;hr9Ughout the drying pez-Lods with which we are concerned, the. surface of
·the wood ..was substantially saturated 'and the rate' of drying was determined
largcly by .the rate of evaporation from the' surface of the wood, "

At a g~ven t~mper[\ture the rate of evaporatLorr of liquid from a .surface
. into air depends. on the difference between the partiai vapour pressure of the
liquid in, the ambient' nir .and the soturated· partial.vapour pre asuro at the given
temperature, ,on the rate of air movement over the: surf'aoe , and, probably, on the
shape and diSposition of the s,urface.· ,

Now, let

, .
',-

= surface 'area of treated woodwork,. (6in2) , .
=. weight of' solvent dried-off per \mit area ill· drying

tiffie t 'hours" (mg/cm2) , ....., "
= v'olume' of air into Which evcpor-at.Lon takes place (litre's),

c.. = ~~~~y,;a~entrEltion of solvent in a~r ai, end of diiing

v
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Then,we havc

.
.l.~ ••,•••••••••••••••••.•• ~.•( 1)

, .
V = :!!.! 10";3 litres

0,
", ",". ~

It will now" be" assumed tha,t, f,or given values of w and c , thc drying time \
twill, in practice, be constant 'for all values, of V and A that satisfY equation
(1), regardlcss of variation in the shape and disposition of the treated.area.

.. "

This second assumption will be justified to the extent that tha rates of
convective air movement, in enclosures of inte~at here, are confined within'

, fairly narrow liInits, and also to the extenf that the rate of mixing due to
convection in on encLcsure is sufficiently great, relative to the rate of
cyaporation, for the, concentration of solvent, in tl~ air to be substantially
uniform throughout the enclosure for the greater part of the drying time.' It
will be assumed'for the present purpose that these conditions are fulfilled
in' practice." .

The qunntitf "i/c is a constant determined by the conditions of the ,
experimental determirw.tion of ,drying time and can be eva.luabed by inserting
in equatiOn (1).t\1e area of the ,test pieces and the -vo.lume Of the labOratory in
which,the 'ap.:itlg was carried out; provided of course that v¢ntilation was

", ,nEigligibl(l' as;' in fact" it is likely to have, been in the conditioning room used
"for the' longer drying ,times 1. TheI:l for any other treated area, 'equation, (1) can,

be used to caleulatethe volume 'of air into which wA 10-3g of' solvent, must be
evaporated to give a.final concentration of c g/litre. "

• .' I' '.

'" ,

'If in '~,givcn enclosure of volume v, an area is treated'su~h that the
required volume of ,air V is greater than the volUme of the enclosure, the
enclosure w:tll have to be ventilated in order to achieve the required degree
of drying'in the experimental drying time t. If it is supposed that fresh
air enters the enclosure and leaves with, a solvent content of d g/litre, the
neoessary rate of ventilation will,be,in accordance with th~ second assumption
(above). ' '

',..
'.'

'. ,,'

, '

:' ,

or
changes per heur.~•••.••••..•.••. ~.(2)

, V "
changes per houz- if v~1.

I.- ..
, .

,
f

Since
uniform in

" reqUircd.

it "is assumed that the concentration of solvent tems to be
the volume' of 'air V, this rate of ventilation will be"the minimum

, As .soon as ,ventilation becomesappre,ciable, however,there,is a possibility
,tho.~ the drying tiJ1lefor' a given area of treated woodwork can, be reduced below
the value.corrcsponding:to the conditions of the experimental determination
bocause of, reduction in the solvent 'content of the air in the .enclosure, by
dilution', and because of a possible increase in the velocity of air movement 9Ver
thetreated surface. ' In order to achieve this reduction ,'in drying time the rate
of ventilation will have to greater than, the value calculated as above. ,The

,possibility of.a9hicving an appreciable reduction will be greater the nearer
tho' concentration of solvent vapour'approached the saturation value in the

" .'expcriinental dctermination of dryirig time,' The reduction in drying time cannot
b,e calcUlated, but. it is worthwhile calculatiilg' the final concentration of
solvent vapour, as :i fractiOn of the saturation valu,e,reachedin a l~boratory ~;

dete~nation 'of 'drying time in order to assess the likelihood of ~ appreciable;
reduction' occurr-ing in the presence o,r ventilation~ 1;

,0 _

':', .
; ,CALCuLATION OF VENTiLATIoN REQUIREMENrS

White Spirit

The drying time for disappe!U"'i'p.,ce of hazard, as indic~ted'by spread of
, flame tests,for Corsican pine treate'd with white spirit was 48 hours. The
.. weight of treatment was 3B!8ms/~2 ana: the:residue':at "the end of the drying

period was 7:!:4.,mgjcm2• . ' , ' , , "
, ',: . I , . r,. )

, ' ,

../:. , ,'Five, boerds ,each 30• .5 em £9.5 em (total ~e~·,14.50 om2 or 1• .56 ft2)
'were tostQd,at a time, and the volume of. the room m which the drying was

carried out was 2.95 x 104,litres, (1042 ft3)~
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By sub::rtHu:ticm in aqun:tion (1) we have 'J

.~ "

or, exprc ssini;- the volume in', ~ubic 'feet and the, ar~a in square ~eet, ,"
.',

......
, . v, ' =' 20.1~ litI'CS '"

~, :
..
",

•,j

, ~

v· = 670A cubic feet.

,The~~ci;'efo~ulnh;'s ~een used togeth~r wi,t'h 'equation (2), 1n:which
t '= 48 hours, to construct Fig' 1,.'whj.ch shows the ventilation r-equdred
for drying-off white spirit to,a sure residue in 48 hours, as a f'unctdon
of the area treated,in enclosurcs,of between 1.000 and 10,000 ft3• 'It is
supposed that' the enclC(~ures'are ,rooms, and ~he ~ange of :'nreas has b'7en '
chosen accorddngIy, As a guide to the vent:Llatl,on re qui.red for dryang the
maxamum area in a given room, ordinates have been drawn in Fig. 1 (chain linea)
corresponding to'treatment of all six interior surfaces of a cubical room of
each volume given~ ,

'The ventilation rates in Fig. 1 may be compar-ed with the one to tv/o
changes per hour recommended for comfort in clifferent'lNoms in dwellings3..

'Further, the rntes, in the range covered, arc below the rates 'said' to be
obtainable in dwellings with open doors and winlows3, i. e.' one change in 2-5
mi"n., or 12 - 30 changes per, hour. "

) ,

A useful conclusion that can be drawn f'ron the above is that in enclosures
such as warehouses and; probably,' roof spaces that are ,ventilated by at least
a trap d09i"; and are not sealed, a treatment with white. spirit on all surfacea
can be dried to a' safe residue, withirl the experimentally' de termi.ned time of
4s hour-s', with the ven1;;ilntion obtainabl,e by opening all doors and Vli.nclOWS.. .. '. ~

. " ~ The weight of, white spirit dried-off in: the determination of drying time
" 'Y'ins, about 3oing!cm2, whence the final concerrtz-atdon in the nir of the room Was

- .~;47' x. 1o-3g./l i 't r e . It is thought that n-decane '(boiling point l73 0C)maY,,be'
r-egarded as r-easonabjy representative of those fractions of white spirit that
are chiefly respo~sible for the survivol of fire hazard on treated:surfoces.

, "The vapour 'pressure' of n-dccanc nt 2000 is given as 2.7'rnni.mercury 4, from
which it may 'be .qalcuinted that the concentration of n-decone in. an atmosphere

, ' saturnted at 20°0, ani at 6. total pressure of 760 rom of mercury, will be' 2.1, x
10-2g/1i t r e. Hence ot the end of the dr,ying period, the concentrotion of white
spirit in 'the ::ltmosphere was ebouf 7/0 of the saturation·value. This is a small'
fraction, and it is there~ore cqncluded that ventilation would not result in a
Large decrease in' the experimental value of' the' drying "time obtained for white
spir;. t.

'Ker~si~e and ortho~ichlorobenzcne•

The drying times: for the disappearance of haaard following treatments
with the above mate-rials' were 168 hours for kerosine and 72 hours for ortho
dichlorobenzene. Ventilation rates for enclosures, treated with' these matc~als

may 'be obtained from Fig. 1 by multiplying the rates for correepcndang "!;~'"Catment

with white spirit by 0.29 in the case of kerosine and 0.67 in the case of orthb
dichlorobenzene.

, .
'Howeve r , the saburated vapour pressure of 'orth~ich1orobenzene,and ker-cs'i.nc..

after thc lightest, rr~ctions have evaporated in the first rew hours, is likc~ to
be less thim 1 11Ull of mercury (compared with 2.7 rrnn for n-deeane}, The vapouz
pressure in the laboratory atmosphere during determinations of drying times for ~

these mnterials may, with the weight of treatment tested have become a fnir:I3
large fraction of the saturation value. It is probable,' that with these materials
ventilation, at rates well within those likely to occur in practica, would
a.ppreciably reduce the drying time; although it is perhaps doubtful whether
~hc r~ductian wo~ld be sufficiently large to be Of ;rnctical'value, e.g. a reduct
10n 01 24 hours an the 72 at present recommended for ortho-dichlorobenzene.
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APPLICATION OF RESULTS

The above estimates of rates of ventilation are intended to apply to
enclosures having surface to volume ratios of the relatively low order of J
magnitude likely to occur in roome etc., for the reason that the experimental
determination of drying times were made in such an enclosure. "

In situations where the rstio of treated surface to contained volume is much
higher than in rooms, e.g. in spaces between joists under floors, inside stacks
of treated timber etc., the required ventililtion rates will be on a greatly
increased scale., Thus, the minimum surface to volume ratio for such situations
will be of the same' order as tha t for a one foot cube, for which the required
rate of ventilation, following treatment of all internal surfaces and calculated
as above, will be 86 changes per hour; for spaces in timber stacks the rate
could be very much higher ,than this. Spaces such as the above will tend to have
the form of' long, narrcm, channels for which ventilation at the required rates can
involve high ve100ities of' air over the drying surfaces. Unless high rates of
ventilation can be achieved, drying times will have to be, increased for these
si,tuationa. It is not possible to estimate what this increase should be.

CONCLUSIONS.

Although the estimate~ of ventilation requi~eInents for drying-off solvents
in enclosures have been made in a very simple way and can be only approximate,
'it is believed ,that they furnish a,reasonab1e guide 'for'practica1 purposes.
Generally the 'effect of the assumptions,' on which the estimates are based, has
been to yield estimates of the minimum ventilation requirements.

When ccmpared with published data on rates of 'ventilation occurring
,naturally, the estimates indicate that' for enc'Loeure s such as warehouses and,

C'Obably, roof spaces ,that can be ventilated by at'least a trap door and are not
la!ed, "the required rates of ventila:ti6n,:to achieve drying sufficient for the ~
tre hazard' to disappear, in the :time detiermtned experimentally for small areas of. '~
:-catedtiinber,' 'are likely to be within the' range, of':rates attainable merely by
laving, open all windoVls and doors, even i:f allint'erior surfaces are treated.
"'.. '.

If, ,durlrigan 'exPerimental determirwtion of a.fying time, the concentration
, solvents, in' 'the Labor-atory atmosphere becomes, a'large fraction of the

"saturation v'a1oo,' the drying time determined will be an overestimate of the
'drying time 'for ,practical situatiOllB when' ventilation is present.

The estimates 'are' intended to app1j to enclosures such as rooms. No
estimates ef ventilation rates have been made for 'situations in which the treated
surface is relatively large compared with the', enclosed volume (e.g. in stacks of

, treated, timber). In general, they are likely to be too high to occur natura1:ly
'and, in' these situations,it will usually be' necessary to increase the drying time;

' ..... "
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